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Perry Steckly researches and explores human behaviour through a 
variety of lenses and appreciates all it has to offer – the good, the 
bad and especially the ugly.  He enjoys exploring what we say and 

do, and the many factors that influence our decisions and actions.  An extensive policing and intelligence 
career fostered his keen interest in people and fueled his consultant company which has captured the 
interest of the justice, defence, security and intelligence sectors.  He has blended his passion of human 
behavior, profiling, intelligence and training into a variety of services and programs.  Perry spends time 
with fascinating, dedicated professionals working on Integral and meaningful projects. 

Perry’s operational intelligence experience includes many multi-jurisdictional, long-term, joint-forces and 
complicated projects.   His niche was profiling individuals involved in organized crime and terrorism as 
well as their social networks subsequently designing elaborate, long-term recruitment strategies to foster 
cooperation.  He has been involved in provincial and national threat and risk assessments involving 
strategic, tactical, SIGINT, OSINT, HUMINT and subsequent analysis for the G7, G8, G20 OAS meetings as 
well as the importation of Russian plutonium to Canada.  He participated in a variety of task forces 
including the 911 Canada/USA Joint Task Force and subsequently conducted the threat and risk 
assessment of the critical infrastructure in the National Capital area.   

Perry has enjoyed sharing his experiences and novel approaches through twenty years of designing and 
delivering presentations, complete programs and services for the justice, defence, security and 
intelligence sectors. Perry shares his insight while challenging students at Carleton’s  post-graduate Critical 
Infrastructure Risk Assessment Course (Infrastructure Protection and International Security Program) at 
the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs.  

Most recently, Perry is a research partner with the Imagine Network which plays host to a 
collaborative group of gastroenterologists, psychiatrists, psychologist, microbiologists, geneticists, 
health economists, epidemiologists, and neurobiologists to better understand the association 
between the microbiome and mental health in public safety personnel.  

Perry is energetic and fun.  He is married and the lucky father of three amazing daughters. 


